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Abstract

This paper proposes a susceptible exposed infectious recovered model (SEIR) with isolation measures to evaluate the

COVID-19 epidemic based on the prevention and control policy implemented by the Chinese government on February 23,

2020. According to the Chinese government’s immediate isolation and centralized diagnosis of confirmed cases, and the

adoption of epidemic tracking measures on patients to prevent further spread of the epidemic, we divide the population

into susceptible, exposed, infectious, quarantine, confirmed and recovered. This paper proposes an SEIR model with

isolation measures that simultaneously investigates the infectivity of the incubation period, reflects prevention and control

measures and calculates the basic reproduction number of the model. According to the data released by the National Health

Commission of the People’s Republic of China, we estimated the parameters of the model and compared the simulation

results of the model with actual data. We have considered the trend of the epidemic under different incubation periods of

infectious capacity. When the incubation period is not contagious, the peak number of confirmed in the model is 33,870; and

when the infectious capacity is 0.1 times the infectious capacity in the infectious period, the peak number of confirmed in the

model is 57,950; when the infectious capacity is doubled, the peak number of confirmed will reach 109,300. Moreover, by

changing the contact rate in the model, we found that as the intensity of prevention and control measures increase, the peak

of the epidemic will come earlier, and the peak number of confirmed will also be significantly reduced. Under extremely

strict prevention and control measures, the peak number of confirmed cases has dropped by nearly 50%. In addition, we use

the EEMD method to decompose the time series data of the epidemic, and then combine the LSTM model to predict the

trend of the epidemic. Compared with the method of directly using LSTM for prediction, more detailed information can be

obtained.
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1 Introduction

After the outbreak of the novel coronavirus pneumonia

(COVID-19), the Chinese government quickly adopted

relevant anti-epidemic measures, effectively curbing the

development of the domestic epidemic. In other countries,

the epidemic situation is still on the rise due to the

lack of effective measures. According to data released

by the World Health Organization(https://covid19.who.
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int/table), as of 14:22 on December 27, 2020, Central

European Time, the number of confirmed coronavirus

cases worldwide increased by 434,779 compared with the

previous day, reaching 79,232,555 cases. The number of

deaths increased by 7,393 compared with the previous day,

reaching 1,754,493 cases. And the cumulative number of

confirmed cases in the United States exceeded 18 million,

and the cumulative number of deaths reached 328,014.

The recent movement of domestic workers who have

resumed work has increased the risk of transmission,

posing a considerable challenge to epidemic control. To

scientifically guide epidemic prevention and control, it

is necessary to establish a suitable model. At present,

the SIS, SIR and SEIR models [1–3] provide a good

way for the simulation of epidemics. It shows that those

SIS, SIR and SEIR models can reflect the dynamics of

different epidemics well. Meanwhile, these models have

been used to model the COVID-19. For instance, He
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Shaobo et al. [4] proposed a SEIR epidemic model for the

COVID-19 according to some general control strategies,

such as hospital, quarantine and external input. And they

estimated the model parameters through the particle swarm

optimization (PSO) algorithm based on the epidemic data

of Hubei Province. Iwata Kentaro and Miyakoshi Chisato

[5] estimated the impact of potential secondary epidemics

in the community through a random SEIR model. It found

that in the worst case, the total number of people who will

recover or transfer at 100 days is 997, the maximum number

of symptomatic infectious disease patients per day is 335,

and the average basic reproduction number is 6.5. Joseph

Wu and Kathy Leung et al. [6] used data on the number of

cases exported from Wuhan internationally from December

31, 2019 to January 28, 2020, to predict the development of

the epidemic in Wuhan and predicted the spread of COVID-

19 throughout the country and around the world. It has

been proposed that the epidemic situation has increased

exponentially in many major cities in China, while the time

of the outbreak in Wuhan lags by approximately 1-2 weeks.

Wang and Tang et al. [7] constructed a complex network

model of COVID-19 propagation in Wuhan and surrounding

15 severely epidemic cities based on COVID-19 epidemic

report data and large data on population migration and

distribution. It proposed the possible time for resumption

of labour in Wuhan and surrounding areas and the impact

of nodes and resuming work on the risk of secondary

outbreaks. And there are many other methods [8–14] used

to study the epidemic trend of COVID-19.

The current epidemic situation shows that different types

of infected persons require different prevention and control

measures, and the effects of model fitting and epidemic

prediction are different. For this reason, this paper considers

the characteristics of isolation measures and incubation

period that the infected persons are difficult to detect

and contagious, divides the population into susceptible,

exposed, infectious, quarantine, confirmed and recovered,

and establishes an SEIR model with isolation measures.

2 SEIR epidemic model based on isolation
measures

2.1 Model introduction

Based on epidemiological theory [15–19], the transmission

characteristics of COVID-19 and the current isolation and

control measures in China, the population at time t is now

divided into susceptible, exposed, infectious, quarantine,

confirmed and recovered. The susceptible individuals are

not infected with the COVID-19 virus. The exposed

individuals are infected with COVID-19 without showing

obvious pathological features. The infectious individuals

show pathological features and are highly contagious, but

have not been isolated for the time being. The quarantine

individuals are the incubation period patients who are

isolated according to the epidemic tracking measures.

The confirmed individuals are diagnosed with COVID-19

and isolated from the outside population. The recovered

individuals are recovered after medical treatment. In this

paper, we only consider human-to-human transmission, and

the recent cold chain transmission has not been included

in the investigation. And the probability of re-infection in

recovered patients is very small.

The susceptible individuals may be infected and become

the new individuals in the exposed group as long as they

come into contact with virus carriers, i.e., the individuals

in the exposed and infectious groups [20, 21]. According to

the epidemic tracking measures, some exposed individuals

will be isolated into the quarantine. And the quarantine will

eventually be diagnosed as the confirmed after pathological

examination. However, due to the complexity of crowd

movement, some exposed individuals will gradually develop

into the infectious without being isolated. The infectious

individuals with obvious pathological features will be

diagnosed in time to enter the confirmed class. The

confirmed individuals will be cured after medical care and

enter into the recovered. According to the abovementioned

epidemic spread process and mechanism, the infectious

process is further subdivided, and the quarantine class is

added to obtain the SEIR epidemic model with isolation

measures, which are defined as follows [22, 23]:
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dSt

dt
= μNt − βc(It + kEt ) − μSt

dEt

dt
= βc(It + kEt ) − (tei + teq + μ)Et

dIt

dt
= teiEt − (tic + μ1 + μ)It

dCt

dt
= ticIt + tqcQt − (γ + μ2 + μ)Ct

dQt

dt
= teqEt − (tqc + μ)Ct

dRt

dt
= γCt − μRt

(1)

The meanings of parameters in (1) are as follows:

– β denotes the standard infection rate of infectious, c

denotes the expectation of the number of susceptible

contacted by infectious or exposed. βc denotes the

standard infection rate of infectious individuals

– k denotes the ratio of the standard infection rate of the

infectious and exposed individuals.

– tei denotes the probability of conversion of exposed to

infectious.

– teq denotes the probability of conversion of exposed to

quarantine.

– tqc denotes the probability of conversion of quarantine

to confirmed.

– tic denotes the probability of conversion of infectious to

confirmed.

– The cure rate of confirmed is γ .
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– The mortality rate of infectious is μ1. The mortality rate

of confirmed is μ2. The natural mortality rate is μ.

2.2 The basic reproduction number and equilibrium
point of themodel

The basic reproduction number is an important indicator

to describe the incidence of infectious diseases. It refers

to the expectation of the number of new infections caused

by an infected person in an infectious time after entering

a completely disease-free and susceptible population. If

R0 < 1, that is, the number of people infected by an

infected person during the infection period is less than

one on average, then the disease cannot spread among the

population and eventually tends to die out. Conversely, if

R0 > 1, that is, the average number of people infected by

an infected person exceeds one, the disease will continue to

spread and become endemic [24].

To study the evolution of populations over time, we

explore the stability of equilibrium states through the

stability theory of differential equations without solving

differential equations. In this paper, according to the

approach reported in the literature [25, 26], each population

type in the model is seen as a node in the network, the

transformation of different population types are seen as

connections between nodes, and the degree distribution

of each node is uniform. Therefore, it can be seen as

an infectious disease model on a uniform network, where

the root of the model equation is called the disease-free

equilibrium point when the rate of change in population size

in the equation set of the infectious disease model is zero.

The basic reproduction number R0 of the model in this paper

is then derived from the reproduction matrix at the disease-

free equilibrium point, and the existence of the equilibrium

point is analysed.

According to the set of equations, we only care about the

information of exposed, infectious, quarantine, confirmed

and recovered. Therefore, it is only necessary to consider

the stability of the last five equations of the model, so that

the original (1) can be written as (2):

⎧
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⎨

⎪

⎪

⎪
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dEt

dt
= βc(It + kEt ) − (tei + teq + μ)Et

dIt

dt
= teiEt − (tic + μ1 + μ)It

dCt

dt
= ticIt + tqcQt − (γ + μ2 + μ)Ct

dQt

dt
= teqEt − (tqc + μ)Qt

(2)

First, we take X = (E, I, C, Q)T and solve (3):

⎧

⎪

⎪
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⎩

βc(I + kE) − (tei + teq + μ)E = 0

teiE − (tic + μ1 + μ)I = 0

ticI + tqcQ − (γ + μ2 + μ)C = 0

teqE − (tqc + μ)Q = 0

(3)

It can be shown that (3) has one and only one possible

solutions. The solution is the disease-free equilibrium point

X0 = (E0, I0, C0, Q0)
T = (0, 0, 0, 0)T .

Then, (2) can be written as follows:

dX

dt
= F1234(X) − V1234(X) (4)

Among them,
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−teqE + (tqc + μ)Q
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Because X0 is the disease-free equilibrium point of (4), so

there is:

F = DF1234|X=X0
=

⎧

⎨

⎩

βck βc 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

⎫

⎬

⎭

, (7)

V = DV1234|X=X0
=

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎩

tei + teq + μ 0 0 0

−tei tic + μ1 + μ 0 0

0 −tic γ + μ2 + μ −tqc

−teq 0 0 tqc + μ

⎫

⎪

⎪

⎬

⎪
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.

(8)

The reproduction matrix can be obtained as follows:

FV −1 =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

βc(k(tic+μ1+μ)+tei )
(tei+teq+μ)(tic+μ1+μ)

βc
tic+μ1+μ

0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

⎫

⎪

⎬

⎪

⎭

(9)

Therefore, the basic reproduction number R0 =

ρ(FV −1), which is the spectral radius of FV −1, can now

be derived:

R0 =
βc(k(tic + μ1 + μ) + tei)

(tei + teq + μ)(tic + μ1 + μ)
(10)

The expression of the basic reproduction number R0 is

divided into two terms: 1
tei+teq+μ

is the average length of

the incubation period, βck 1
tei+teq+μ

is the average number

of people who can be infected during an incubation

period, 1
tic+μ1+μ

is the average length of the infectious

period, and tei
tei+teq+μ

is the proportion of patients in

the incubation period entering the infectious period.

βc
tei

(tei+teq+μ)(tic+μ1+μ)
represents the average number of

patients who can be infected during the infection period,

which meets the definition of basic reproduction number.
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2.3 Stability of disease-free equilibrium points

The Jacobian matrix at the disease-free equilibrium point
X0 in (2) is:
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The corresponding characteristic polynomial is:

|λE − J | =
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λ − βck + tei + teq + μ −βc 0 0
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0 −tic λ + γ + μ2 + μ −tqc

−teq 0 0 λ + tqc + μ
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= (λ + γ + μ2 + μ)(λ + tqc + μ)
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λ − βck + tei + teq + μ −βc

−tei λ + tiq + μ1 + μ

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

= (λ + γ + μ2 + μ)(λ + tqc + μ)(λ2 + a1λ + a2) (12)

To simplify symbols, a1 = (tic + μ1 + μ) + (tei + teq +

μ−βck), a2 = (tic +μ1 +μ)(tei + teq +μ−βck)−βctei .

According to the first two factors,
∣

∣ λE − J
∣

∣ = 0 has the

following two negative roots, i.e., λ1 = −(γ + μ2 + μ),

λ2 = −(tqc +μ). Moreover, by the Routh-Hurwitz Criteria,

to allow the root of λ2+a1λ+a2 to have a negative real part,

we need to ensure a1 > 0,

∣

∣

∣

∣

a1 0

1 a2

∣

∣

∣

∣

> 0, to conclude that:

βc(k(tic + μ1 + μ) + tei)

(tei + teq + μ)(tic + μ1 + μ)
= R0 < 1 (13)

Therefore, for the model described in (2), when R0 <

1, the disease-free equilibrium point X0 is globally

asymptotically stable; when R0 > 1, the disease-free

equilibrium point X0 is unstable.

2.4 Improved LSTMmodel based on ensemble
empirical mode decomposition

In order to extract the eigenvalues of the time series data

of the COVID-19 epidemic, this paper adopts the Ensemble

Empirical Mode Decomposition (EEMD) method, which

is based on the Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD)

method by adding Gaussian white noise with the same

intensity but different sequences to supplement the missing

signal, and perform the new signal break down [27]. The

process of EEMD method to extract characteristic signals is

as follows:

Step 1: Add Gaussian white noise ǫ(t) to the original

signal x(t):

X(t) = x(t) + ǫ(t) (14)

Step 2: Decompose X(t) into intrinsic mode function

(IMF) components by EMD:

X(t) =

n
∑

j=1

hj (t) + rn(t) (15)

Among them, hj (t) is the j-th IMF component after

decomposition of X(t), rn(t) is the residual after decompo-

sition of X(t), n is the number layers of decomposition.

Step 3: Each time a different Gaussian white noise

ǫi(t)(i = 1, 2, · · · , n) is added to x(t), step 1 and step

2 are repeated to obtain a different noise-containing signal

Xi(t) = x(t) + ǫi(t), which is decomposed into:

Xi(t) =

n
∑

j=1

hij + rin (16)

Step 4: The average of all IMF components obtained in

step 3 is used as the final result of decomposition:

h‘
j (t) =

1

n

n
∑

j=1

hij (t) (17)

Among them, h‘
j (t) is the j-th IMF component of original

signal x(t) after the decomposition of EEMD.

We have obtained six IMF components of the COVID-

19 epidemic sequence, which represent the characterization

of the original signal from different aspects. Then, we use

the obtained IMF signal components as features in different

aspects, and each IMF signal component is passed through

a long-short time memory (LSTM) network, and finally the

weighted sum of the output of each LSTM network is used

as the prediction result.

3 Simulation results

This section analyses the actual situation according to

the literature [28, 29], combines the simulation results of

the model, and compares the simulation results of the

model with the actually reported occurrences. Moreover, we

were inspired by other methods [30] and tried to predict

the epidemic through improved LSTM models based on

ensemble empirical mode decomposition.

3.1 The estimation of parameter

The real epidemic data used in this paper come from

the National Health Commission of the People’s Republic

of China(http://www.nhc.gov.cn/xcs/yqtb/list gzbd.shtml).

We crawled the daily real-time data published on the
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website and selected the data at the same time point each

day as the research data set after aggregating. Parameter

assignment refers to the Diagnosis and Treatment Protocol

for COVID-19 (5 Edition Trial) issued by the National

Health Commission (NHC) on February 5, 2020 and

literature [31]. However, the literature does not consider

the infectivity of patients during the incubation period

and overestimates the infection rate. Moreover, the formal

prevention and control measures started on January 23,

2020, and the contact rate between personnel was relatively

stable. Therefore, this paper adjusted the probability of

contact infection and based the probability on more current

raw data to compare the other parameters, which are fitted

and optimized to improve the model prediction accuracy.

Because the incubation period of COVID-19 has been

reported to be between 2 and 14 days, we chose the midpoint

of 7 days. According to the epidemic tracking measures,

we found that nearly 80% of the population will become

quarantine class, and the rest will become the infectious

class. So we set teq = 0.114, tei = 0.0286. In addition, the

infectious individual with obvious pathological feature and

the quarantine will be diagnosed and isolated in about three

days, so we set tic = tqc = 0.333. The mortality rate of

confirmed is μ2 = 3.17% according to the actual data, and

we estimated the mortality rate of infectious is μ1 = 6.34%

and the cure rate is γ = 3.33%.

We estimated the infection rate of Infectious through

the number of newly confirmed diagnoses every day,

that is, the number of people infected by each Infectious

individual every day. According to the previous data, we

set the incubation period of Exposed to 7 days, and the

Infectious will be diagnosed and isolated in about 3 days.

We estimate the number of Infectious at time t by the

number of newly confirmed diagnoses from t − 10 to

t − 8, and the number of newly confirmed diagnoses at

time t − 7 to t − 1 is the number of Exposed at time t .

According to the above considerations, we use the data of

newly confirmed patients in Hubei Province from February

17 to May 29 to obtain the infection rate of Infectious

changing over time as β(t) = 1.309t−0.9384 − 0.04684, and

the fitted curve is shown in Fig. 1.

3.2 The impact of infectious capability during
the incubation period

Considering the impact of infectivity during the incubation

period on the epidemic trend, we simulated the trend of

the epidemic in different situations by adjusting the value

of k, which represents the ratio of infectivity during the

incubation period to the infectious period in our model, and

the simulation results are shown in Fig. 2. When k = 0, that

is, the incubation period is not contagious, the peak number

of confirmed is 33,870; when k = 0.1, the peak number

of confirmed is 57,950; when k = 0.2, the peak number

of confirmed reaches 109,300. By comparing the trend of

the actual curve change in the epidemic, the model that

considers the infectious incubation period is more realistic.

3.3 The epidemic trend under different contact rates

According to the Level I response of public health

emergencies initiated by Hubei on January 24, 2020,

necessary prevention and control isolation measures have

been undertaken, e.g., limiting or stopping crowd gathering

activities such as fairs, assemblies, and cinemas, and

taking preventive measures against the floating population

to prevent the spread of the virus among people. These

measures are equivalent to controlling the number of

susceptible persons contacted by virus carriers in this

model. We simulated the epidemic under different levels of

prevention and control measures by changing the numerical

value of the contact rate.

In order to simplify the discussion, we selected a suitable

fixed standard infection rate β = 0.24, and then simulated

the epidemic trend when the contact rate is c = 1, c = 2,

c = 3, and c = 4, respectively, and the simulation results

are shown in Fig. 3. In addition, we separately calculated

the basic reproduction number R0 in the corresponding

situation. When c = 1, it means that the prevention and

control is extremely strict, and the corresponding basic

reproduction number is R0 = 0.3089, and the peak number

of confirmed patients is only about 30,040. When c =

2, the corresponding basic reproduction number is R0 =

0.6178, and the peak number of confirmed patients is

approximately 30,040. When c = 3, the corresponding

basic reproduction number is R0 = 0.9267, and the peak

number of confirmed patients is 57,080, which is close to

the actual value. When c = 4, it reflects the situation

when the prevention and control measures are not in place,

and the corresponding basic reproduction number is R0 =

1.2356. At this time, the number of confirmed cases shows

a trend of dispersion. It can be seen that the intensity of

prevention and control measures plays an important role in

curbing the development of the epidemic. With the increase

in the intensity of prevention and control measures, the peak

number of confirmed cases will gradually decrease, and it

will help to reach the peak point earlier. Under extremely

strict prevention and control measures, the peak number of

confirmed cases has dropped by nearly 50%. In addition, we

can see that when the basic reproduction number R0 < 1,

as shown in Fig. 3 when c = 1, 2, 3, the model gradually

converges. Moreover, the smaller the value of R0, the fewer

the number of single virus carriers infects, the faster the

convergence of the model. When R0 > 1, the model will

diverge, as shown in Fig. 3 when c = 4, the epidemic will

continue to spread.
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Fig. 1 The Fitting Result of Infection Rate of Infectious

3.4 Comparison of simulation results and the actual
data

In this paper, based on the SEIR model, we further consider

the fact that the actual epidemic control has considered the

intensive screening of the patients and the strict isolation

of the confirmed patients. By doing so, the patients in the

infectious period in the original SEIR model are partially

isolated and can no longer participate in the transmission

of the virus. The simulation results of the model proposed

in this paper are shown in Fig. 4. The black spots are the

actual number of current diagnosed in Hubei Province from

February 6, 2020, to May 29, 2020. And according to the

fitting result, the change of the basic reproduction number

R0 is shown in Fig. 5. The simulated trend of the confirmed

class is consistent with the actually reported occurrences.

3.5 The simulation results of SIRmodel

We can make further simulations by using the SIR

model, that is, considering that the infected may be

objectively immune after recovery. Although again there

Fig. 2 The Simulation Results with Different Infectivity in the Incubation Period
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Fig. 3 The Simulation Results under Different Contact Rates

is no conclusive evidence to prove that persons cured

in this epidemic outbreak have immunity, based on the

control measures of this epidemic, the recovered may be

considered to some extent that they are protected in intact

isolation, which makes re-infection rare. Hence, they may

be identified as a separate type of complete withdrawal from

the infection system, as the curve shown in Fig. 6.

3.6 The simulation results of the logistic model

In this paper, we also attempted to simulate the epidemic

through the logistic model. The logistic model is a common

sigmoid function that is widely used in the simulation

of biological reproduction and growth processes and

population growth processes.

According to the nature of the logistic model, the greater

the growth rate ω in the model, the faster it reaches the limit

value M(namely, the maximum number of infected people).

In this paper, the logistic model is used to fit the number

of confirmed infections from January 1, 2020, to March 3,

2020, by nonlinear least squares. According to the principle

of minimizing the mean square error, grid tuning is used to

find the optimal parameters, the (10, 000, 90, 000) interval

is traversed with a step length of 1 for the model limit M ,

Fig. 4 The Simulation Results of the SEIR Model Based on Isolation Measures
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Fig. 5 The Change of Basic Reproduction Number R0

and the (0, 1) interval is traversed with a step length of

0.01 for the growth rate ω. The result shows M = 67, 446,

ω = 0.24.

In addition, we consider that the community and medical

units have strictly controlled the disease in the middle

and late stages, and the transmission intensity may be

reduced. By changing the value of the growth rate ω

in the model to reflect the impact of prevention and

control measures, the results are shown in Fig. 7. ω =

0.4 indicates the development trend of the epidemic

under high-intensity prevention and control measures,

and ω = 0.15 indicates the development trend of

the epidemic under low-intensity prevention and control

measures.

3.7 The prediction results of the EEMD-LSTMmodel

In this paper, we collected the number of confirmed cases

in Wuhan from January 1 to May 29, a total of 150 days

of data. We use EEMD to decompose the time series data

into six IMF components. The epidemic data and IMF

components are shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 6 The Simulation Results of SIR Model
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Fig. 7 The Simulation Results of the Logistic Model

We select the data of the first 120 days of each IMF

component as the training set and input them into an LSTM

respectively, and the weighted sum of the output results of

the final six LSTM models is used as the final output result.

In this paper, the LSTM model uses the Keras framework

and sets the time step to 2 (that is, the data of the first

two days are used to predict the data of the third day).

The Adam optimizer is selected, the loss function is the

MSE, which is Loss = 1
n

∑n
i=1(y

(i)
prediction − y

(i)
true)

2, the

iteration is 200 times and the batch size is 1. Then, we use

the trained model to predict the data for the next 30 days

and compared it with the LSTM model and actual data,

as shown in Fig. 9. However, we have found that EEMD-

LSTM has a certain effect in short-term predictive ability,

Fig. 8 The Decomposition Results of EEMD
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Fig. 9 The Prediction Result of

EEMD-LSTM for Confirmed

Patients

but it can’t obtain useful information on long-term trends

like SEIR and other models based on infectious disease

theory. For example, if the current epidemic data does not

show a significant downward trend, then the prediction

based on LSTM will basically maintain a growing trend.

Moreover, the independent and identical distribution of data

is emphasized in the deep learning model. For example,

even if the audio signal is different from different people, it

is generally consistent with a high degree of distribution and

can be summarized. However, due to the greater influence

of policy and other factors, the epidemic data does not

have sufficient consistency. From this point of view, in

the model based on the theory of infectious diseases, we

can estimate the model parameters based on the previous

data and reasonable assumptions, so as to make a more

reasonable deduction of the epidemic trend.

4 Conclusion

Based on epidemiological knowledge, the transmission

characteristics and the actual occurrences of isolated

observations of confirmed patients and susceptible patients,

this paper establishes a COVID-19 epidemic control model

based on isolation measures, analyses the effect of isolated

centralized diagnosis and treatment, and makes a certain

prediction of epidemic development. By comparing with

actual data, our model can effectively predict the peak

and scale of the COVID-19 epidemic to a certain extent.

With the increase in the intensity of prevention and

control measures, the peak number of confirmed cases will

gradually decrease, and it will help to reach the peak point

earlier.
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